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A (now animated!) comedy series from creative minds of Will Ferrell, Adam McKay 
and the team at Funny Or Die
In what should be a high stakes sting operation, NO ACTIVITY celebrates the mundane. Set against the world of a major drug
cartel bust, the series follows two low-level cops who have spent far too much time in a car together; two criminals who are largely
kept in the dark; two dispatch workers who haven’t really clicked; and two Mexican tunnelers who are in way too small a space
considering they’ve only just met. Following season two’s disastrous bust, season three finds Detectives Cullen and Tolbeck back
in uniform with a revolving door of quirky new partners and even quirkier criminals, while robots edge in on Janice and Fatima in
dispatch.

Season 4 will find Special Agent Nick Cullen finally realizing his dream of joining the FBI, only to quickly discover being an FBI
“special agent” isn’t what he expected it to be. When he’s assigned to a seemingly dull observation detail, he finds a potential
career case in the form of an emerging cult, and when a large scale operation takes aim at the cult, it’s unclear which side will
break first. Despite the promotion, Cullen’s path continues to cross with former partner Judd Tolbeck’s, who is also adjusting to life
with a new partner of his own.
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